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### Scope
- Organizational: 
- Departmental: ✗

### Title
Mobile Computing Security

### Purpose
Document the necessary controls to minimize information security risks affecting the organization, from laptops, mobile devices, and mobile storages misuse, compromise, and loss.

### Applicable to
Mobile computing and storage devices that will be securely managed by the authorized Sidra staff, vendors and third party contractors.

### Definitions
- Expected Outcome: Controls and security best practices to be implemented and applied to ensure a secured and controlled use of the organization’s mobile devices.

### Policy Statement

#### 1. General Statements
1.1 The use of all Mobile Computing Devices such as laptop, portable digital assistants (PDAs), smart phones or other portable storage devices not classified as a desktop workstation shall be justified by a business need and approved by the respective lines of management.

1.2 Users of laptop computers or other electronic data mobile devices shall exercise reasonable care to protect the organization's data.

1.3 A list of organization-owned Mobile Computing Devices shall be maintained and verified periodically.

1.4 Wherever feasible, laptops should be physically locked when left unattended (using wire locks).

1.5 In the event an organization-owned Mobile Computing Device is lost or stolen, the theft or loss shall be immediately reported to the police authorities and Security Operations.

1.6 Emergency destruction/locking plan /remote wipe/auto destruct controls shall be put in place for theft of any Mobile Computing Devices.

#### 2. Data Storage, Transmission and Encryption
2.1 The organization's approved encryption tools shall be enabled on Mobile Computing Devices that transmits or store confidential and highly confidential information such as ePHI, financial data, and strategic information.

2.2 Procurement of Mobile Storage Devices shall be authorized by the Enterprise Cyber Security and Governance Department.
3. DEVICES SECURITY

3.1 Sidra holds the right to install a security application on any device which has access to the corporate network or holds sensitive data. In the event of termination of employment, Sidra reserves the right to remove content from the device.

3.2 All Mobile Computing Devices shall be configured as per the Antivirus Policy to adequately protect them from malwares, spywares and adware.

3.3 Device passwords are required on all Sidra owned mobile devices that have corporate directory or company email access.

3.4 Following the termination of an end user’s contract, Sidra owned Mobile Computing Device shall be immediately returned.

3.5 The mobile device shall be wiped clean of all organization data, including but not limited to: corporate directory, emails, applications and stored data.
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